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Abstract 

The quantum efficiency (QE) of four photomultipliers of the R1460 series of 

Hamamatsu, used in the last years as a reference in our UV-photocathode studies, was 

determined with the help of a calibrated vacuum UV-photodiode. Large discrepancies 

were found with respect to the QE curves supplied for each tube by the manufacturer. 

The correction curves of the photomultipliers are presented and should be used to 

normalize our previously published QE data of various photo-emissive materials. 

Corrected data of Csl photocathodes are presented here. 

To be published in 
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Gaseous photon imaging detectors are finding applications in many fields of research. 

In particular the use of solid photoconvertors is favourable for fast timing and parallax-

free imaging. This has stimulated many groups to look for photo emissive materials with 

high quantum efficiency (QE) in the UV-to-visible range, which are easy to produce over 

large surfaces. They should be relatively air-stable and should withstand long term 

operation under gaseous amplification. References to major works in this field are given 

elsewhere [1]. Our group has been studying in recent years the properties of Csl, one of 

the best candidates in this field, and other materials like metallocenes and amorphous 

silicon [2-7]. 

The determination of the absolute QE of a given sample is in fact a complicated task, 

since it requires the use of an absolutely calibrated light source, which in most 

laboratories is not available. Therefore, usually a relative method is used, namely the 

recording of the sample response relative to a "known" reference. Groups working in this 

field use in general two classes of references: TMAE (tetrakis [dimethylamine] ethylene) 

gas and calibrated photomultipliers (PMs) or photodiodes. 

The use of TMAE as a reference is usually based on the QE measured by Holroyd et 

al. [8] in the range 140-280 nm, at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at 

Brookhaven. This was a relative measurement, with an absolute normalization made at 

two points, 123.6 nm and 132.5 nm, using respectively, cis-2-butene and benzene vapours 

as standards. The authors of this work indicate the possible sources of systematic errors in 

their measurement and estimate the error in the shape of the QE spectrum to be ±20%; 

the absolute normalization at the two calibration points has probably, according to the 

authors, a smaller error. However, the spectral response of TMAE has also been 

measured by Arnold et al. [9] based on the known Cherenkov photos flux and spectrum. 

The two results agree to 5% except in the 160-185 nm region where Arnold et al. are 

about 20% higher. 

The TMAE vapour being strongly reactive to oxygen and other materials, it requires 

rigorous control of impurities. Their presence, even at very low concentration, may 

strongly affect the absorption of UV-photons and the photo-ionization efficiency [10]. In 

addition, measurements performed with TMAE vapour should take into account the 

possible contribution from an adsorbed TMAE layer [11,12] on optical windows and 
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electrodes. TMAE condensation on these elements must be avoided by maintaining them 

at higher temperature compared to the TMAE liquid. An uncontrolled photon absorption 

by such layers may strongly affect photon flux measurements, particularly at low TMAE 

vapour pressures. 

The use of calibrated PMs or photodiodes should in principle be simpler and 

straightforward. However, some caution should also be taken in this case. As was already 

pointed out by Dorenbos et al. [13], large discrepancies may occur between the data 

provided by the manufacturer and by those measured in the laboratory, using a different 

reference. According to the finding of Dorenbos et al. who compared PMs of Phillips, 

Hamamatsu and EMI, the discrepancies in the shape and the absolute values of the QE 

can be very large (up to a factor of 2). 

We would like to report here on a discrepancy observed for four different UV-

sensitive (PMs) of Hamamatsu, type R1460, having a CsTe photocathode and a MgF2 

window: serial No. 186, 188, 191 and 196. These photomultipliers were supplied with 

individual absolute QE calibration curves. 

PM186 was used during several months at the maximum rated voltage (1500 V), 

namely at a gain superior to 106. It was exposed to a photon flux of the order of 105 

ph/smm2 

PM188 was used for a few hundred hours during the last 3 years, by the group of 

Ecole Polytechnique, as a reference. It was operated occasionally in a collection mode 

under typical light flux of 108 ph/s-mm2 (cafchode-to- first dynode potential 80 V). 

PM196 was used by the Weizmann Institute group in the last 3 years, at low gain 

(-10*) and under very low photon flux of about 104 ph/smm2. 

PM191 was used in the last 3 years as a reference, by the Weizmann Institute group. 

It was operated occasionally, in a collection mode and under a light flux of about 106 

ph/s-mm2 (cathode-to- first dynode potential of 80 V). 

Due to large discrepancies in the QE of Csl reported by different groups we decided to 

check the calibration of these PMs, used as a reference of the light flux in our QE 

measurements. 

For the present test we used as a reference a UV-vacuum photodiode, type Ball 

Aerospace, ser. No. 1-926, calibrated and supplied by the National Institute of Standards 
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and Technology (NIST), of the U.S. Department of Commerce. The photodiode has a CsTe 

photocathode and a MgF2 window. It operates under 1S0V (collection mode) and has an 

active area of 1 cm diameter at the centre, declared as a "quality region". 

The photodiode was calibrated by NIST in March 1993, and we were the first to use it. 

It was mounted on the exit port of our vacuum monochromator system, described in Ref. 

4, operated at 10-2 Torr. A collimator of 8 mm in diameter was installed in front of the 

diode to restrict the exposed area. The photocurrent from the diode, illuminated by the 

monochromator light, was recorded with a pico-ampermeter in the wavelength range of 

140-240 nm. Then the tested PMs were mounted, each at a time, at exactly the same 

location and with the same collimator, and the system was pumped down to 10-2 Torr. The 

photocurrent was recorded in the same way, the PM being operated in a collection mode 

with +80 V on the first dynode and the current being measured on the photocathode. 

From the ratio of the currents, and using the known QE of the NIST photodiode, we 

extracted the QE of the PMs. 

Fig.l shows the ratio between the QE measured by us and that supplied by 

Hamamatsu upon purchase, for the 4 PMs, in the range 140-240 nm. Note that the 

discrepancy in the ratio varies from one PM to another in size and shape, and reaches 

values as high as 2.5. 

The effect of the wrong calibration on the QE of our samples is obvious: Fig.2 shows 

the Csl data in vacuum measured by Weizmann Institute and by Ecole Polytechnique 

assuming the Hamamatsu calibration of PMs 191 and 188 respectively. Fig.3 shows the 

same data of Csl but using the corrected QE values for the reference PMs. The agreement 

between the two groups of data is very good. 

We would like to point out that the accuracy given to the NIST photodiode calibration 

is 6% in the range of 110-200 nm, and 8-10% at longer wavelengths. The accuracy of the 

PM calibration made with this reference is not better than 8% up to 200 nm and not better 

than 12% at longer wavelengths. Therefore for the Csl sample an accumulated systematic 

error of 10-15% should be taken into account, on top of the errors due to fluctuations in 

the current measurements at wavelengths above 190 nm, inhomogeneity of the sample, 

etc. 

Therefore all our data of Csl, amorphous silicon and metallocenes, previously 
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published in references 4-7, should be corrected using the correction curves of Fig. 1. The 

data of ref. 4 should use the correction curve of PM191 and that of refs. 5-7 should use the 

PM 188 curve. 

Our Csl corrected data in high vacuum, shown in Fig. 3, are still lower compared to 

that of Seguinot et al. [14] and Anderson et al. [15], measured in CH4, shown in the same 

figure. It should be noted that both groups rely fully on the TMAE standard. The validity 

of QE data comparison in vacuum and CH4 is discussed elsewhere [16]. For probable 

reasons which were discussed above, and despite all precautions, our TMAE results [4,5] 

do not agree with our new PM calibrations. 

In conclusion, we state that the PM manufacturer's QE data are not always reliable. 

In our case they were too lov«, which should discard the possibility of PM aging in time. 

We therefore strongly recommend that groups working in this field have good knowledge 

of their light-flux reference. It should be preferably as close as possible to a National 

Institute-calibrated standard. 

One of us, A.B. would like to thank Drs. J. Seguinot and T. Ypsilantis for long 

discussions concerning the validity of quantum efficiency calibrations of photomultipliers. 

The calibrated vacuum photodiode used in this work is a property of El-Op Electro-optics 

Industries Ltd, Israel. We would like to thank Mr. J. Topaz from El-Op for his 

collaboration. 
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Figure captions: 

1) The ratio between the quantum efficiency measured by us and that supplied by 

Hamamatsu, for four different photomultipliers of the R1460 series. Serial numbers 

are indicated in the figure. 

2) Csl quantum efficiency data measured in high vacuum at Ecole Polytechnique (EP) 

and at the Weizmann Institute (WI), using the original Hamamatsu quantum efficiency 

calibration. The quantum efficiency of one of the best photocathodes and a mean 

value of 5 different photocathodes are shown for each group. 

3) The data of Fig. 2 corrected according to the new quantum efficiency calibration of the 

reference photomultipliers (PM191 and PM 188). The quantum efficiency of TMAE 

[8], and of Csl (Seguinot et al. [14] at 1 atm. CH4 and Anderson et al. [15] at 20 Torr 

CH4) are shown for comparison. 
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